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In the past few years there has been a significant growth of the elderly population
in both developing and developed countries. This event provided new economic,
technical and demographic challenges to current societies in several areas and
services. Among them the healthcare services can be highlighted, due to its impact in
people daily lives. As a natural response an effort has been made by both the scientific
and industrial community to develop alternatives, which could mitigate the current
healthcare services bottlenecks and provide means in aiding and improve the end-user
life quality. Through a combination of information and communication technologies
specialized ecosystems have been developed, however multiple challenges arose,
which compromise their adoption and acceptance among the main stakeholders, such
as their autonomy, robustness, security, integration, human-computer interactions
and usability. As consequence an effort has been made to deal with the technical
related bottlenecks, which shifted the development process focus from the end-user
to the ecosystems technological impairments. Despite there being user related issues,
such as usability, which still remains to be addressed. Therefore this article focuses
over the ecosystem’s usability through the analysis of the process used to check the
ecosystem’s compliance level with the usability guidelines from Jakob Nielsen and
Shneiderman; and the identification of the quantifiable parameters for each principle
that could aid in the heuristics evaluation process by maximizing its objectivity improve
its overall accuracy.
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1. Introduction
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The age pyramid has been shifting in both western and eastern civilization, due to the
decreased birthrate and higher life expectancy [1–4]. Through a sample collected from
8 countries between 2013 and 2018 the tendency is visible (please see Table 1).
The growing number of older people poses new challenges and opportunities in
several sectors. Specifically in the health sector, where the resource shortage is a
well-known limitation that already compromises the efficiency and availability of core
services for the people well-being. As a response in the past few years there has
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TABLE 1: Population evolution.
Country

Over 65 years old

Below 14 years old

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Australia

13.45 13.71 14.02 14.35 14.68 14.98 18.88 18.83 18.84 18.90 19.01

Brazil

6.73

Canada

14.19 14.50 14.86 15.27 15.71

China

8.4

6.95

7.18

7.42

7.68

19.14

7.96 23.43 22.96 22.51 22.14 21.75 21.36
16.15

16.14 16.04 15.98 15.97 16.03 16.10

8.592 8.791 9.02 9.309 9.676 17.66 17.68 17.69 17.70 17.68 17.62

Portugal

18.69 19.06 19.46 19.88 20.31 20.74 14.44 14.26 14.08 13.86 13.63 13.40

Russia

13.09 13.12

13.17 13.23 13.33 13.49 15.94 16.42 16.83 17.29

17.61

17.82

United Kingdom

16.60 16.86

17.18

17.71

17.83

United States

12.97 13.24 13.56 13.90 14.27 14.64 19.23 19.04 18.89 18.72 18.62 18.56

17.53 17.86 18.12

17.54 17.54 17.58 17.62

been put an effort by both scientific and industrial community in the development of an
Internet Communication Technology based solution; which could improve the end-user
quality of life, assure the autonomy of users with special needs, reduce the costs related
with medical assistance typically imposed by users from this population segment and
address the healthcare services related needs – the AAL (Ambient Assisted Living)
ecosystems [5].
Despite its development growth there are multiple challenges, which currently compromise their wide spread adoption by the main stakeholders. According to their nature
they can be segmented into two domains: technical domain, related with the system’s
bottlenecks on a scientific standpoint; and end-user domain, related with the user’s
role within the system and his/her perception of the main barriers which compromise
the acceptance/validation process. The technical related challenges identified were the
following [5]–[11]:
• Security and usability – The design of medical devices used in an unsupervised
context should follow a user-centric approach, since their target audience are
the patients and medical professionals that use them for anomalous events
monitoring in a daily basis;
• Autonomy and robustness – The devices are going to be used by a group of
users with limited experience in terms of technology. Therefore factors, such as
the device’s autonomy, charging times and overall maintenance should be taken
into account during the implementation phase;
• Culture – The AAL paradigm is perceived differently depending on the culture. For
example in Japan robots are perceived as a viable solution to be integrated within
these ecosystems, as opposed to Europe and United States of America, where
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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people are not willing to leave a sensible matter, such as health rehabilitation,
to the control of an artificial entity [5]. Technophobia is a barrier to deal with, in
order to adapt the products created to the user specific needs;
• Integration – System’s implementation should assure a non-intrusive and seamless integration within the users’ environment, through the discrete positioning
of sensors and actuators to be used;
• Computer Human Interaction – The patient’s need to interact with the system and
the limitations of typical interfaces, such as the mouse or the keyboard, implies
the development of direct and intuitive approaches, such as voice and gesture
interaction;
• Data management – The volume and type of information collected by AAL
ecosystems have increased substantially in terms complexity and mutability.
Therefore the precision and accuracy of techniques and technologies used to
collect, store, distribute, manage and analyze the sampled information (Big Data)
should be maximized; and the data mining algorithms used to identify artifacts
within big volumes of information should be optimized [12], [13].
In terms of end-user domain the challenges are the following:
• Privacy, control and intrusion level – Elderly users concern themselves with the
misuse of the information collected by the ecosystem, and remain reluctant in
relation to the system’s inherent monitoring capabilities, due to its similarity to a
vigilance process [14], [15];
• Perceived utility – According to the literature the lack of perception of the ecosystem usefulness compromises their acceptance. This perception is influenced by
the user’s health status, activity level and social influence. Note that the social
factor, according to a study performed by the authors Golam Sorwar et al. [16],
plays a major role. Additionally the dispositional resistance to change typically
related with users from an advanced age also impacts negatively the system’s
overall experience and acceptance;
• Usability – The time required for the system to adapt to the user’s needs and
the learning curve are concerning factors. In the study undertaken by the authors
Christina Jaschinski et al. it is noticeable the user’s concern over the system’s
interface complexity and the level of intervention required, in order to assure the
system expected behavior [17];
• Lack of human interaction – The effort performed in order to automate the use
of the AAL ecosystems discards the human need to interact with other leading in
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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the long run to the patient’s isolation. There is a consensus within the scientific
community that technology should not be a replacement for human assistance or
human interaction, therefore the inclusion of such automatism should take into
account the typology of the task at end [17], [18];
• Stigmatization and pride – In the studies performed by Christina Jaschinski et al.
[17] and Lars Tore Vassli et al. [18] the test subjects manifested against the use
of technology,since it denoted them as frail or in need of assistance. Pride
and embarassment play a major role in what concerns the use the depicted
ecossystems;
• Fear and low technological self-efficacy – Elderly people develop phobias driven
by cognitive difficulties, lack of familiarity or low level of comfort with its use [17],
[18];
• Reliability and trust – This is a sensible subject which concerns elderly people and
even leads them to question if their well-being and security is not compromised
by the use of such systems and technologies [18]. Technical anomalies, such as
energy shortages and the occurrence of false positives are two of the most
mentioned events in what system reliability is concerned. In the study from
Christina Jaschinski et al. a set of tests to multiple monitoring systems revealed a
significant number of false positive alarms triggered. However the way they were
perceived depends from user to user, a portion considered that an inconvenience,
while others saw as an indication of the system’s correct behavior [17];
• Financial costs – Inadequacy of the practice prices considering the end-user
financial capabilities [17], [18];
• Health concerns – Manifested concern in terms of the excessive electromagnetic
exposure and its repercussion to the user health in the long run [17], [18].
Despite the number of challenges to tackle there has been a close collaboration
between the main stakeholders, in order to address them accordingly. Specifically in
what concerns the system’s usability multiple studies have been performed to identify
the key factors, which compromise it, and propose approaches/models which could aid
in its analysis in multiple contexts [19]–[24]. However usability still remains an open
issue in AAL ecosystems. As a result in this article the thematic will be explored
thoroughly, in order to optimize the process used to maximize it through a practical usecase that enables the applicability of the heuristic principles depicted in the literature;
and to identify which parameters could be used to evaluate properly each principle
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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in an methodic approach to minimize the process’s subjectivity and improve its overall
accuracy. To achieve this purpose it is required to understand what consists usability.

2. Usability
Usability is a product/service multidimensional property, which according to the ISO
9241-11, reflects the scope in which the end-user use it, in order to accomplish the
purpose established in an effective, efficient and satisfactory way [25], [26]. Due to
its scope and relation with the end-user, typically the term is mixed with other product/service property, user experience, whose analysis is related with factors from a
personal, behavioral, social or environmental nature [27]–[29]. Despite both properties
playing an important role in the development cycle, their analysis focus over different characteristics. Usability relates with the difficulty in which the user accomplishes
his/her aim during the interaction process, while user experience focused over how the
interaction process is perceived by the user [29].
In order to optimize usability it is required to identify guidelines/best practices to be
adopted during the interfaces’ design and development phase; methodologies used
to verify and identify usability bottlenecks; and evaluation scales used to quantify the
severity level of the flaws detected.

2.1. Best design practices
In a study performed by John D. Gould and Clayton Lewis, it was concluded that
until the article’s date the software development process lacked the definition of the
design guidelines. As a result three usability principles were defined: user-centered
development cycle, execution of empirical measurements and of an iterative design [30],
[31]. Despite the meaningful effort in the definition of design best practices they were
strongly criticized [32], [33]. In 2008 during a revision undertaken by the author Gilbert
Cockton [34] it was concluded that despite their validity they have limited applicability
in a real environment, which compromised their adoption and acceptance.
As consequence in 1990 the authors Jakob Nielsen and Rolf Molich [35] proposed
a set of heuristic principles revised in 1994, which would became the pillars of the
heuristic evaluation process in interface’s usability [36], [37]. Principles such as (1) visibility
of system status; (2) match between system and the real world; (3) user control and
freedom; (4) consistency and standards; (5) error prevention; (6) recognition rather than
recall; (7) flexibility and efficiency of use; (8) aesthetic and minimalist design; (9) help
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors and (10) help and documentation.
In 1998 Ben Shneiderman proposed a set of eight design principles: (1) strive for
consistency, (2) enable frequent users to use shortcuts, (3) offer informative feedback,
(4) design dialog to yield closure, (5) offer simple error handling, (6) permit easy reversal
of actions, (7) support internal locus of control and (8) reduce short-term memory load
[38], [39].

2.2. Methodologies
The usability analysis imposes the implementation of interfaces, which take into account
three phases of the development cycle: design, prototype and validation; and the
adoption of user-centered methodologies, which assure the implementation of the
technical and functional requirements in a real environment [28]. The usability evaluation
methods cover all the development phases and are divided into three typologies:
inspection, inquiries and test-based.
The inspection-based methods are an analytic methodology which imposes field
related specialists, in order to perform an evaluation of the interaction between the
user and the system. Within it are included techniques such as [27], [28], [40]:
• Heuristic evaluation – Evaluates the interface in terms of usability, efficiency and
efficacy in an holistic manner;
• Feature inspection – Enumerates the features used to perform typical tasks in the
interface; verifies the sequence of time consuming and critical steps not tested
typically by the user, and the steps that require a certain degree of knowledge
and experience in the domain;
• Consistency inspection – Implies the use of designers external to the project, to
evaluate the interface in terms of consistency with the reference design [41], [42];
• Standards inspection – Implies the use of specialists in the field, in order to assure
the interface compliance with industrial standards. Its applicability depends on
the existence of well-defined standards that could be used by the evaluator [43].
• Formal usability inspection – Implies the use of a team of stakeholders and
specialist in the area and assigns to each of them a system specific feature
to be evaluated [44];
• Cognitive walkthrough – Focuses over the identification of user’s interactions,
objectives and design limitations which compromise the execution actions within
the interface [45]–[49];
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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• Pluralistic walkthrough – Combines efforts from users, developers, designers
and usability specialists, with the role of session moderators, to identify usability
bottlenecks. The approach provides information related with the interface in a
similar fashion to the test methodology approach and maximizes the accuracy of
the bottleneck identification procedure [50], [51].

The enquiries-based methods are an empirical methodology which requires the
execution of questionnaires developed and applied to the specified product/service’s
scope. Despite the subjectivity level of the information collected, it is undeniable their
relevance for the extrapolation of the user real needs and identification of usability
bottlenecks. Additionally the speed in which they can be executed and the low implementation cost make them a typical candidate for usability evaluation [28].
The test-based methods are an empirical methodology that imposes the evaluator
to observe the users during the execution of the tasks within the interface in controlled
environment, to collect data and extrapolate empirical evidence which allow him/her to
optimize the usability of the interaction mechanisms. The techniques adopted to collect
the information include execution of questionnaires from a wide range of complexity
levels [40], [52].

3. Use Case
The purpose of the article is to perform a usability analysis of a typical AAL ecosystem
through the use of a heuristic methodology. To optimize the applicability of the best
design practices the process included all the principles depicted in the previous chapter,
in order to identify similar principles across the multiple sets defined, propose a new set
that takes into account the missing elements of each group and present an approach
which can minimize the broad description that typically is related with the depicted
principles and minimize both subjectivity within their interpretation and the gap between
theoretical and practical application.

3.1. Ecosystem implementation
The analysis of the evaluation process requires the creation of an interface, which
could present all the functionalities found in an AAL ecosystem, in order to have an
environment as close as possible of traditional implementations. As consequence it
was required to perform a feature analysis of the AAL ecosystems depicted in the
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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literature (1) and available for commercial use (2). Hence a total of fourteen solutions
were analyzed, from which eight are presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2: Interface’s features in AAL ecosystems.
#

Type

Features

[53]

1

•Login into the platform;
•Presentation of the values collected by the ecosystem’s sensors in multiple
forms, being the chart restricted to the web-based interface;
•Presentation of the manufacturer contact page restricted to the web interface;
•Generation of air quality related notifications restricted to the web interface.

[54]

1

•Presentation of the values collected by the multiple sensors;
•Generation of air quality related notifications.

[55]

1

•Login into the platform;
•Presentation of the values collected by the multiple sensors;
•Presentation of the patient profile (hospital platform only);
•Presentation of the anomallies found within the user’s datasets, whose
visibility is restricted to the hospital institution platform;
•Generation of notifications to inform the stakeholders of the registered
anomallies.

[56]

1

•Monitoring of the blood’s glucose level;
•Patient’s medication management;
•Generation and share of reports with the patient’s doctor;
•Presentation of the values collected by the ecosystem’s sensors in multiple
forms in chart format;
•Provision of a typical disease’s frequently asked questions.

[57]

2

•Presentation of the measurements’ history;
•Recording of user’s measurements;
•Presentation of the data collected from the Kardia’s device.

[58]

2

•Recording the blood’s glucose levels, medication and meals taken;
•Presentation of the changes in the blood sugar and carb intake.

[59]

2

•Presentation of the patient’s location and thedevice’s battery status;
•Generation of anomalous event’s notifications.

From the analysis undertaken a total of six main features were identified as the
common ground among the solutions depicted. Note that each feature is given in a
broad and generic description, in order to focus the core functionality depicted.
The core functionalities identified allowed to clarify what the interface had to include,
in order to be an accurate representation to typical commercial and academic AAL
ecosystem. As a result four screens were defined for the interface:
• Login screen - Provides the user crucial session mechanisms, such as account
creation, account authentication and password recover;
• Timeline screen -Displayed after the user’s authentication, which aims to provide
the required mechanisms to check the user’s measurement history in a timeline.
It is composed by one section, general overview, in which the timeline and the
respective components that allow the user to manage its inner navigation are
presented.
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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Figure 1: Feature distribution in a sample space of 16 solutions.
Legend: 1 - Login and logout; 2 - Display data collected from multiple sensors; 3 - Display a historic of
the data collected; 4 - Record measurements; 5 - Generate user’s notifications; 6 - Generate user’s data
reports.

• Sensors screen - Provides access to the sensors’ management functionalities
and allows to check their general information (name, state, type, actions among
others). All the information is displayed in table format. Each table’s row possesses
an action’s column where the management functionalities are accessible, such
as the sensor’s edition, removal, details visualization and help functionalities. The
actions provided allow the user to navigate to two sections: details visualization,
section in which the measurements collected from the respective sensor are
displayed in table or chart format; details edition, section in which the user edits
sensor’s identification data, performs measurements and troubleshoots issues
that occurred during the sensors operation with the ecosystem;
• Settings screen - Provides the platform main configuration mechanisms. Each
mechanism was associated to distinct tabs: general tab, section in which the user
is able to define certain platform look and feel properties (font type and size
among others) for accessibility purposes; profile tab, section in which the user is
able to edit the profile that was defined during the account creation process. In
addition to the edition of the fields stated during the account creation process the
user is able to define its profile picture; equipment tab, section in which the user
is able to check in table format the multiple gateways used by the ecosystem,
and the respective sensors connected to them; notifications tab, section in which
the user is able to check in table format a summary of the triggered notifications
per sensor; and data management tab, section created to provide the user an
effective control over all the sensor’s information collected by the ecosystem.
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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By taking into account the core functionalities which should be included in the
interface, in order to replicate all the expected conditions found in a real environment
the last choice resides in the selection of the interface type to be used. Since the target
audience is the elderly it was opted to provide an interface presented and displayed
in a common equipment, the home computer. Therefore it was opted to implement a
web-based interface.

4. Heuristic Parameter Definition
The heuristic evaluation took into account Jakob and Schneiderman’s usability principles to identify similarities and differences between them. Despite each principle’s
description aiming to aid in its quantification, the broad and generic sense in which
they are provided can compromise the objectivity of the evaluation process and lead to
multiple interpretations. Hence compromising the perception of how and what should
be evaluated in each principle. In a standardization effort to improve the process’s
objectivity, accuracy and uniformity a set of parameters based on the principle core
description were defined. According to the principle’s scope two analysis typologies
were applied:
• Component oriented (CO) – Focused over the compliance of the interface’s components with the parameters defined. Its applicability implies the identification for
each interface’s screen of all the components in terms of type (active or passive),
family (button, checkbox, input tag among others) and name;
• Action oriented (AO) – Focused over the actions which can be performed within
the interface. Within this scope are included navigation and execution actions;
• Section oriented (SO) – Focused over the interface sections.
Note that the remaining principles were not described. The main reason being
their conceptual similarity to principles, whose evaluation process had already been
described. Principles such as “Strive for consistency”, “Seek universal usability”, “Prevent
errors”, “Permit easy reversal of actions” and “Reduce short-term memory load” share
the same evaluation process described for their counterparts in Jakob Nielsen and Rolf
Molich set respectively (“Consistency and standards”, “Flexibility and efficiency of use”,
“Error prevention”, “User control and freedom” and “Recognition rather than recall”).

DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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TABLE 3: Jakob Nielsen and Rolf Molich heuristic principles evaluation parameters [60].
Principle

Type

Parameters

1

CO

•Provisioning of feedback for each component’s state (pressed, hover,
dragged, enabled/disabled, on/off and error).

1

AO

•Provisioning of a progress bar indicator and of a closure dialog when
applicable.

2

CO

•Provisioning of an icon within the component, which performs a match of
the component purpose with a real world visual representation (for
example the use of floopy disk to link the button to a save operation);
•Lack of system terminology within component’s text, hints or tips.

3

AO

•Reversibility of the action performed.

4

CO

•Assuring the compliance of the component structure and look and feel
properties with preset values. This implies the definition of attributes border radius, border width, border color, color, text style, sentence
structure, icon existence and background color – whose values will be
compared with the real implementation and allow to quantify the
compliance level.

5

CO

•Restricting the user’s input;
•Provisioning of default parameters;
•Disabling a control when the data required is missing;
•Presenting a warning message reporting the user any unconformities
within the input provided before the action is effectivly performed.

6

CO

•Existence of an hint that clarifies the data type required;
•Existence of a tooltip with the description of the action to be performed;
•Existence of a label that clarifies the purpose of the action behind the
control displayed
•Existence of an icon that aids the user identify the component purpose;
•Component consistency. (aids the user to perceive the component’s
purpose through the recollection of the aesthetic).

7

CO

•Assure typical shortkeys allow the navigation through the multiple
components of the interface;
•Assure the enter key has a similar behavior to mouse or touchpad click
in terms of task execution.

8

CO

•Lack of highlights, shadows, glossy effects and 3D effects;
•Provisioning of a contrast compliant with the interface accessibility
guidelines (for example WCAG 2 AA, WCAG 2 AA - 18pt, WCAG 2 AAA
and WCAG 2 AAA - 18pt).

9

AO

•Provisioning of an error message without any technical terms;
•Provisioning of a constructive advice to recover from the error;
•Provisioning of the reason which lead to the error.

10

SO

•Provisioning of a menu option to access the documentation and to
request help.

5. Results
The interface created was evaluated in terms of compliance with the parameters defined
for the Jakob Nielsen and Rolf Molich heuristic principles and Shneiderman’s golden
rules. The information was compiled in a chart format (please see Figure 2 and Figure
3).
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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TABLE 4: Shneiderman’s golden rules evaluation parameters.
Principle

Type

Parameters

3

AO

•Provisioning of a task’s completion rate and a progress bar for time
consuming operations;
•Clear indication of the current section.

4

AO

•Provisioning of a closure dialog.

7

AO

•Provisioning of a confirmation dialog.

Figure 2: Evaluation score of each Jakob Nielsen’s principle.

Figure 3: Evaluation score of each Shneiderman’s rule.

In terms of the Jakob Nielsen and Rolf Molich principles the fifth (Error prevention) and
the tenth (Help and documentation) are the ones with the lowest scores. Reason being
that the inclusion of documentation within the interface was never considered during the
interface implementation, and that the interface lacks the proper validation mechanisms
to minimize the occurrence of errors created by the user input and the feedback capable
of notifying the user an invalid input was introduced. For Shneiderman golden rules the
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7050
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fifth (Prevent errors) and the seventh (Support internal locus of control) are the ones with
the lowest scores. “Error prevention” was an already discussed topic by the previous
principle set. In what concerns the “Support internal locus of control” principle, which
relates to the need to maintain the user as an action initiator rather than a responder,
the restricted use of confirmation dialogs to save operations within the interface lead
to the depicted score.

6. Conclusion
The effort performed by the article allowed to stipulate a set of parameters to evaluate how the web interface was compliant with the principles defined. The parameters allowed to objectively analyze the heuristic principles provided, minimizing any
subjectivity on the evaluator side. Despite the results giving an overall vision of the
current interface bottlenecks, they do not assure the ecosystem’s interface usability. A
second phase should be performed where the participation of the end-user is taken
into account, in order to understand to what degree the quantification provided by
the parameters stipulated match user real needs within the AAL ecosystem’s scope.
Additionally it is intended to perform a similar analysis in terms of the remaining
principle’s set, in order to identify, as it was performed in the use case, similarities
and differences that can aid in the compilation of a set of principles that comply the
best from each set with a clear specification of the standard parameters to be evaluated.
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